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Source: Spaceflight ‘Using just enough relevant pictures, diagrams, and charts, the authors provide lucid answers to the big questions that the study of astronomy tends to generate. This book will be ...
A Question and Answer Guide to Astronomy
Tharindu Jayasinghe and Professor of Astronomy at OSU, Todd Thompson to discuss their astonishing new discovery: the current closest black hole to Earth they've dubbed "The Unicorn". They answer even ...
Looking Up: Exploring the Diet of Black Holes
Our universe is expanding, but our two main ways to measure how fast this expansion is happening have resulted in different answers. For the past decade, astrophysicists have been gradually dividing ...
There May Not Be A Conflict After All In Expanding Universe Debate
How Well Do You Know New Britain? Our New Britain Sesquicentennial Quiz will typically run in the paper every Tuesday. The answer will be published the following week, along with the first several of ...
How Well Do You Know New Britain? Our Week 6 Quiz
The recently formed Caltech Center for Comparative Planetary Evolution, or 3CPE, brings together experts from an array of different fields to study how planetary systems work, according to the ...
Caltech’s Center for Comparative Planetary Evolution Looks to the Sky For Answers About Earth
The South African Radio Astronomy Observatory (Sarao) has announced that a group of 20 galaxies has been discovered with the MeerKAT telescope.
South Africa’s MeerKAT discovers 20 galaxies
In clear and authoritative prose, David Eicher offers readers a wonderful set of answers to the most consequential questions in astronomy. It's an impressively comprehensive treatment of the biggest ...
The New Cosmos
Cosmic threads, ribbons and rings are caused by radio emissions from matter falling into the black hole at the center of the galaxy.
South African telescope captures stunning image of radio galaxy
When Emily Levesque was 2 years old, Halley's Comet made its most recent close pass to Earth. Her older brother was observing the phenomenon for a school project and the whole family headed out to ...
Astronomy professor Emily Levesque looks out at massive stars and back at history of her profession
There was a pretty simple problem in astronomy ... unanswered questions in science — and the mind-bending ways scientists are trying to answer them. Sign up today. If astronomers wanted to ...
How scientists discovered the universe is really freaking huge
On a broad level, the answer is simple: my analysis shows women depart astronomy at two to three ... a subtly hostile work environment The next question is: why? Many women leave out of sheer ...
Looking at the stars, or falling by the wayside? How astronomy is failing female scientists
Dr Karl answers these questions and more, on triple j mornings with Corey Tutt from Deadly Science, Karlie Noon from Sydney Observatory and host Lucy Smith.
Indigenous astronomy, monstrous burps, animal milk
This week will feature Ava Nelson, a senior from H.H. Dow High School. When and why did you become a Chief Science Officer? I became a Chief Science Officer in eighth grade because I have always been ...
STEM Stars: Dow High's Ava Nelson kicks off new series
If you’re ever studied astronomy, you’ve probably been exposed ... “Depending on how you calculate it, the answer can be none, or it can be a billion,” said theoretical cosmologist Katie ...
Science and pop culture look to the skies to answer the ultimate question: Are we alone?
I’m still emotionally attached to these narratives, but they have so many problems that I’ve come to question their value — or at least ... geometry, music, and astronomy) because, as rulers, they ...
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